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Practical ASP.NET Web APIApress, 2013

	Practical ASP.NET Web API provides you with a hands-on and code-focused demonstration of the ASP.NET Web API in action. From the very beginning, you'll be writing working code in order to see best practices and concepts in action. As the book progresses, the concepts and code will become more sophisticated. Beginning with an...
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Oxorn Foote Human Labor and Birth, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	THE CLASSIC CHILDBIRTH HANDBOOK--COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED IN FULL COLOR


	Edition after acclaimed edition, Oxorn-Foote Human Labor & Birth has provided the most comprehensive, yet accessible overview of obstetrics available. Going beyond scientific theory and a technological orientation, this landmark guide is...
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Quantum Physics: A Text for Graduate StudentsSpringer, 2002
This text develops quantum theory from its basic assumptions, beginning with statics, followed by dynamics and details of applications and the needed computational techniques. The discussion is based on the view that the fundamental entities of the universe are not particles but fields, with the observed particles arising as their quanta. Quantum...
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Directing, Fourth Edition: Film Techniques and Aesthetics (Screencraft Series)Focal Press, 2007
Directing: Film Techniques and Aesthetics is a comprehensive manual that has inspired tens of thousands of readers worldwide to realize their artistic vision and produce well-constructed films. Filled with practical advice on every stage of production, this is the book you will return to throughout your career. 

Directing covers the...
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Programming Pearls (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
"The first edition of Programming Pearls was one of the most influential    books I read early in my career, and many of the insights I first encountered    in that book stayed with me long after I read it. Jon has done a wonderful job    of updating the material. I am very impressed at how fresh the new examples    seem."
...
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HTML5 For Dummies Quick ReferenceFor Dummies, 2011

	Essential information about using HTML5: everything you need at your fingertips
	
		HTML is the predominant programming language used to create Web pages. HTML5 has enhanced rich media, geolocation, database and mobile capabilities, and is now able to script APIs, making it a must-have for Web developers. This...
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XML SchemasSybex, 2002
To many XML believers and purists, there’s been a canker at the heart of the beautiful rose that is XML since its very inception. Worse still, some believe that canker was put there by design. That canker is, of course, the Document Type Definition, or DTD, that defines the very essence of XML. DTDs are “foreign imports” based on...
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Basic Modern Algebra with ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book is primarily intended as a textbook on modern algebra for undergraduate mathematics students. It is also useful for those who are interested in supplementary reading at a higher level. The text is designed in such a way that it encourages independent thinking and motivates students towards further study. The book covers all major...
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Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent AdvancesIGI Global, 2010

	Streaming media is one of the most exciting and active research topics with continuing significant progress in the multimedia area, where streaming media has been experiencing dramatic growth and stepped into mainstream media communications.


	Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent Advances spans a...
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Derived Langlands: Monomial Resolutions of Admissible Representations (Series on Number Theory and Its Applications)World Scientific Publishing, 2019

	The Langlands Programme is one of the most important areas in modern pure mathematics. The importance of this volume lies in its potential to recast many aspects of the programme in an entirely new context. For example, the morphisms in the monomial category of a locally p–adic Lie group have a distributional description, due...
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30 Arduino Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	30 Ways to Have Some Computer-Controlled Evil Fun!


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program and build a variety of projects with the Arduino microcontroller development system. Covering Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms, 30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius gets you up to speed with the simplified C...
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DNA Repair in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004


	The field of DNA repair has been the subject of increasing interest at both the

	genetic and biochemical levels, leading to impressive progress in this area. DNA

	repair and its associated regulatory mechanisms lie at the heart of almost every

	fundamental aspect of cell biology, including transcription, cell cycle, apoptosis,

	and...
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